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Achieve Part L Compliance
with Mitsubishi Electric’s Ecodan

Mitsubishi Electric’s Ecodan heat pumps provide a
proven, cost-effective, efﬁcient way of delivering a
home’s heating and hot water requirements. They
ensure Part L compliance of the Building Regulations
while also reducing CO2 emissions and running costs.
In addition, they lead to higher BER ratings.
Features and beneﬁts
Q All Ecodan heat pumps are A++ rated
Q Flow temperature of up to +60ºC
Q Low running costs
IANT
Q Reduced CO2 emissions
L
P
M
L CO
Q Pre-plumbed solutions
T
R
A
P
Q Intelligent, easy-to-use controls
Q Wi-Fi remote option
Q Designed for Irish conditions

For more information on how Ecodan can help you meet Part L, please contact our sales team
on +353 1 419800, email: sales.info@meir.mee.com or visit www.mitsubishielectric.ie
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CIBSE lunch
kick starts
2017

T

he status of CIBSE
Ireland’s annual lunch
as the industry’s key
networking event was
further endorsed recently
at The Ballsbridge Hotel in
Dublin with a staggering
556 guests participating.
Encouragingly, there was
no mention of recession
or downturn … that mood
has clearly been consigned
to yesterday. Instead the
atmosphere was positive,
reﬂecting not just the newfound conﬁdence of the
sector, but also the optimism
for 2017.
So, in brining the year
to a close the lunch drew
a permanent line under a
period best forgotten but,
more importantly, signalled
a bright future ahead.
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The new-generation Lo-Carbon Kitchen Box Fan
range offers an energy efﬁcient solution without
compromising on performance.
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Irish Lighter Awards
The four ﬁnalists in this year’s Irish Lighter
Awards delivered excellent papers and presentations
at the recent awards’ ceremony in Kevin St DIT. The
challenge in separating them took a great deal of
consideration and deliberation on the part of the
judges with the contestants and audience left in
suspense right up to the last minute. The result was
three, equally-placed, runner-up spots with Anne
Gorman emerging as the overall winner.
Sponsored by Astrotek, applicants submitted
technical papers for analysis by the judges, and then made presentations before
an audience assembled in DIT Kevin Street. Brief details of their respective papers
are as follows.
Are we measuring room illumination in the correct manner? This was the
question posed by Antonello Durante who suggested Mean Room Surface
Exitence is the way forward. Ronan Morah presented an energy saving warehouse
project he had recently commissioned, and Sarah Carolan showed how hospital
ward design has changed over the years to reduce the amount of daylight
patients receive, in preference for artiﬁcial lighting.
Winner Ann Gorman investigated whether the view outside inﬂuences a
person’s perception of how well-lit a living room is. As a qualiﬁed architect, Ann
showed real-life applications of daylighting design in the projects she discussed.

Back Row: Keith Sunderland, DIT with Charles
Dunn, RPS, Brian Sugrue, Astrotek, Michael
McDonald, DIT, Ed Mortell, Astrotek and Brian
West, CIBSE Chairman. Front Row: Antonello
Durante, PHD Student DIT with Anne Gorman,
Gorman Architects (overall winner) and Sarah
Carolan and Ronan, Marah, ARUP.

C&F Quadrant
appoints
Hempenstall

BTU at Lucan
The BTU outing at Lucan Golf Club began wet but the weather gods once again shone
on the Society when the sun emerged early enough for members and guests to enjoy a
great day’s golf on the perfectly-manicured course.
Sponsor was BSS Ireland. Results were as follows:
Overall winner: Maurice Kelly, 32 pts;
Class 1 Winner: Michael Mathews, 24 pts; Runner-up: Eamon Vickers, 23 pts.
Class 2 Winner: Brendan Bracken, 24 pts; Runner-up: Bernard Costello, 23 pts.
Class 3 Winner: Jim Bollard, 27 pts; Runner-up: Des Bindley, 21 pts.
Front 9: David Daly, 14 pts; Back 9: John White, 14 pts.
Visitors: T Fitzpatrick, 35 pts; Runner-up: J King, 33pts.
Nearest Pin: T Glynn. Longest Drive: S Higgins.

C&F Quadrant has appointed

Maurice Kelly, overall winner, with BTU Captain Brendan Coghlan (left) and Des
Bindley, Class 3 runner-up with BTU Captain, Brendan Coghlan (right).
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Michael Hempenstall to the Commercial
Heating Division of the company. Michael
brings a wealth of experience to this role
and will be instrumental in developing
the company’s leading brands within
the speciﬁcation sector.
Michael’s contact details are
Tel: 087 241 3384;
email: michael@cfquadrant.ie
4
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AmbiRad appoints Euro Gas
AmbiRad has appointed Euro Gas agent for its
radiant heating systems for Ireland. Mounted overhead,
AmbiRad radiant heaters produce infrared heat that is
directed downwards to low level by a reﬂector. Radiant
heat takes only minutes to reach comfort temperatures, so
energy is never wasted in prolonged warm-up times.
AmbiRad beneﬁts include:
• Reduced running costs of up to 65%;
• Even heat coverage at low level;
• Does not directly heat the air;
• Minimises roof heat losses;
• Rapid heat up and recovery times;
• Easy to install and operate.
In addition, AmbiRad systems can be controlled to
provide varying zoned temperatures and operating times.
Contact: Euro Gas. Tel: 01 – 286 8244;
email: sales@eurogas.ie

World leading humidifiers

Nationwide humidifier service team

Unical XC-K oil condensing boiler
C&F Quadrant has just added the new XC–K oil condensing boiler
from Unical to its portfolio of quality heating products. The XC–K
range comprises 12 models with outputs from 124kW - 2160kW
that are supplied with Riello high/low or modulating burners..
The XC–K is a large water content boiler that can be ﬁtted
in a cascade of up to eight units to meet the demands of a
variety of building types. The boilers are controlled by the Unical
master-module which contains an E8 controller. For the second
and subsequent boilers in the cascade, the Unical cas-catamodul
module is installed and, by utilising a simple bus cable, the boilers
will work in sequence to meet the demand for heating.
The boilers are made from the highest-quality carbon steel and
the smoke chamber is made from stainless steel. To aid a very high
thermal exchange, the smoke pipes are of a multi-ﬁn construction.
The design also aids cleaning by tilting the tubes to ensure that
the condensate can escape under gravity.
Contact: Derek Duff, C&F Quadrant. Tel: 01 – 630 5757;
email: derekduff@cfquadrant.ie

pecialist advice and system design

Dedicated humidifier spares department

Contact us for free expert advice
Tel: +353 (0)91 507 120
Web: www.condair.ie

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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Panasonic Schneider Partnership
Panasonic and Schneider Electric have announced an integrated HVAC equipment and
building management solution that brings new levels of HVAC control and energy efﬁciency to
today’s commercial buildings.
Both companies have developed a new interface wireless solution that enables direct serial
communication between Schneider Electric’s building management
system and room controllers with Panasonic’s variable refrigerant ﬂow
(VRF)-based HVAC systems via the ZigBee® wireless communication
standard.
This integration allows building owners and managers to view all
of their core building systems including HVAC equipment, lighting,
security, power and electrical distribution anytime and anywhere via
a single interface, and delivers actionable insights to reduce energy
consumption and drive savings.
“We have invested heavily in our commercial and residential
air conditioning products and support services to fully address
our customers’ needs and are excited to deliver additional beneﬁts in building energy
management through our partnership with Schneider Electric,” says Vincent Mahony,
National Account Manager, Panasonic Ireland (pictured).
The joint Panasonic/Schneider Electric solution can be installed wirelessly – which
preserves existing infrastructure and is ideal for retroﬁts of older buildings – or it can be
wired. The solution takes full advantage of innovative plug-and-play technology which
simpliﬁes system conﬁgurations for extensive VRF systems. Alternatively, it can be installed
as a part of a stand-alone system.
Contact: Vincent Mahiony, National Account Manager, Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 087 – 969 4221; email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com

Ireland ratiﬁes climate agreement
The Minister for Communications, Climate Action & Environment, Denis Naughten, TD,
formally completed Ireland’s ratiﬁcation of the Paris Agreement on Climate Change by depositing
Ireland’s Instrument of Ratiﬁcation with the UN recently. He is pictured with Under-SecretaryGeneral for Legal Affairs and UN Legal Counsel, Miguel de Serpa Soares and Santiago Villalpando,
Chief of the Treaty Section of the UN Ofﬁce of Legal Affairs.
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Vokera by Riello
Vokèra has re-invigorated its
branding to ensure a consistent
message is portrayed across its
product portfolio and to underline its
relationship to parent company, Riello.
“Vokèra is a leading boiler
manufacturer within Ireland and the
UK but few people are aware that
we are also part of the larger Riello
Group,” says Neil Mattock, Marketing
Director at Vokèra. “Riello is a
renowned global brand in the HVAC
sector. Combining the heritage of
Vokèra and Riello creates a stronger
presence and reinforces the Vokèra
commitment to product quality and
reliability”.

The refreshed brand logo brings
the two names together via the “By
Riello” tagline, creating a new identity
and perception for Vokèra, integrating
the strong values, reputation and
leading technology of Riello.
Riello Group has owned Vokèra for
over 15 years, beneﬁtting from the
company’s leading market position
and resources. With 14 international
companies, eight representative
ofﬁces and customers in over 60
countries, Riello Group also includes
the Beretta, Thermital, Fontecal and,
Sylber brands in its portfolio.
Neil continues: “Every brand
must evolve and develop, adapting
to changes within the market. This
new branding represents a natural
evolution for Vokèra, reﬂecting our
continued investment in products,
innovation and people. It is currently
being rolled out and customers can
expect to see the new packaging and
marketing material soon.
6
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SCALA2

PERFECT
WATER PRESSURE

FINALLY COMPACT AND EASY TO INSTALL

JOIN GRU
ND
INSTALLER FOS FOR
S TODAY
GRUN DFO
S.COM/
INSTALLER
S

GRUNDFOS SCALA2: New all-in-one water booster pump
Perfect water pressure is finally available in an all-in-one unit that installs quickly and
easily. Prepare for happy customers, as the SCALA2 delivers perfect water pressure in
residential buildings with up to 3 floors and 8 taps - and does so very quietly.
Learn more at www.grundfos.com/scalainstaller

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Hevac cast iron radiators – cast to last
Hevac’s extensive range of cast iron sectional
radiators is suitable for period buildings or spectacular
contras in modern contemporary settings. There are
various collections within the portfolio, including the
following:
Floreal – Liberty: These cast iron radiators are
available in a wide selection of heights, depths and
heavily or lightly embossed with an antique ﬂoral
pattern. Supplied as standard in an “old Grey” natural
shade but also available in a large range of colours.
Dune: Offering high-performance and stylish designs,
the frontal and inside ﬁns offer an extensive exchange
surface between
heating water and
room atmosphere,
resulting in a wellbalanced heat supply
through convection
and radiation.
Hevac also has steel
tubular radiators. For
instance, the Aphrodite
range of steel multicolumn radiators
Aphrodite column radiator
offers classic styling
with innovation, reliability and high performance. Vertical and
horizontal options offer a modern alternative to traditional panel
radiators.
The Henrad steel radiators offer competitive solutions for
both commercial and residential applications. The range is
extensive, with hundreds of variants, including a complete
range of LST radiators.
Floreal (Liberty) cast iron
Contact: Hevac. Tel: 419 1919; email: info@hevac.ie
radiators

Greentherm Movember run
Enda Ruxton and his colleagues
at Greentherm put in a major
effort to raise funds as part of
“men’s health week”. They ran
the 10K Movember Run in the
Phoenix Park in November and
their ultimate goal was to raise
a total of €2000. As part of the
initiative they had a rafﬂe for
their run sponsors for €1000
worth of prizes. Pictured prior
to the Phoenix Park run were
Enda Ruxton, Conor O’Neill,
Kevin Gogarty, Thibault
Montagne and Ian McGrattan.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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Wilo Expands
Dublin operation
Wilo Ireland has expanded its
Dublin operation to accommodate
the transfer of activities from the
Limerick operation which will
continue to function as a Service
Centre for the region. This will
strengthen still further the scope
and quality of the nationwide
service provided and forms the
platform for a new development
phase that will be rolled out
throughout 2017.
Contact: Derek Elton,
Sales Director, Wilo Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 426 0000;
email: derek.elton@wilo.ie

SkillFRIDGE Gold

Luke Courtney of South East
Regional College, Lisburn,
has been awarded a Gold
Medal in the UK national
SkillFRIDGE competition. Luke,
an apprentice refrigeration
engineer at Dunbia, Northern
Ireland said: “This has been a
good opportunity to learn and
it’s great to have on my CV. It
also shows that my employer
has provided me with the
right training and experience.
My hope for the future is
to become a good qualiﬁed
engineer and to progress from
there.” South East Regional
College had plenty to celebrate
with another of its students,
Chris Hoy, winning Silver.
Chris is an apprentice
refrigeration engineer with
A&B Refrigeration.

8
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We’ve got
you covered.
With any two residential Potterton boilers you register
on Works; Baxi Potterton’s loyalty scheme *
you’ll receive a free Potterton jacket.
*Between 24th October and 31st January 2017

FREE

WITH ANY TWO
RESIDENTIAL
POTTERTON
BOILERS

www.baxipottertonmyson.ie/trade-area.htm
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016

Full terms and conditions can be found at baxipottertonmyson.ie

Baxi Jackpot Advert DEC 2017.indd 1
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RACGS President’s Day
at Killeen GC
The ﬁnal RACGS outing of the season, the President’s Day, was
held recently in Killeen Golf Club. Despite the atrocious weather the
industry turned out in force, using the occasion to meet up with fellowRACGS members and industry friends as much as for the golf. Sponsor
was Carel and Dave Killelea was joined by President John Ryan for the
presentation of prizes.
In addition, Jack Elstead was named the Daikin Golfer of the Year.
This was no real surprise as Jack had led the ﬁeld from early in the year
and performed consistently well throughout every outing.
President’s Day winners were as follows.
Overall Winner: Martin Bainham, 34pts.
Class 1 Winner: Ger Darcy, 31pts; Runner-up: Liam Hoctor, 31pts.
Class 2 Winner: Roland Bradley, 31pts; Runner-up: Billy Qually, 30pts.
Front Nine: John Ryan, 17pts.
Back Nine: Matt Noonan, 15pts.

Killeen overall winner Martin Bainham receiving his prize
from President John Ryan.

RAGS Captain Joe Warren with Class 1 winner Ger Darcy
and sponsor Dave Killelea.

PM Group CPD champions
Jack Elstead (left) receiving the Daikin Golfer of the Year trophy from
President John Ryan.

Hoctor celebrates 35 years
Congratulations to Liam Hoctor and all the team at Hoctor Refrigeration
who are celebrating 35 successful years in business. We will have a full
report on this special landmark occasion in the next edition of Building
Services News.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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PM Group is the winner of Engineers Ireland’s
2016 CPD Employer of the Year Excellence Award.
Based on its CPD accreditation report for this year,
PM Group received the highest rating in Ireland for its
programme with the company’s Innovation in Action
programme highlighted as an important part of
the accreditation.
Speaking about the award win, Dave Murphy,
CEO of PM Group said: “We are delighted to have
won the CPD Employer of the Year Excellence Award
from Engineers Ireland for 2016. As we are currently
recruiting 500 graduates over ﬁve years, I am
particularly happy that our graduate programme has
been recognised as best-in-class as part of this award.
“To build CPD into our everyday working lives, we
changed our culture, created CPD champions, and
matched our CPD practices to our business strategy.
This process fostered a spirit of creativity throughout
the company.”
10
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lindab | we simplify construction

Lindab Ireland

Developing the
ventilation Ecosystem

02/12/2016 14:47
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ENSURING THE
FUTURE OF THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT INDUSTRY
by Tim Wentz, ASHRAE President
What do the Ireland Section of ASHRAE, CIBSE Ireland,
the Institute of Refrigeration (IoR) and Engineers Ireland
have in common? We are all committed to recruiting and
retaining the best and the brightest young people for
our industry. It is not always an easy task, for a variety
of reasons. Yet the need is so great. To create a more
sustainable world and protect our environment, we need
more young people highly-trained in science and the
applied sciences, such as building services engineering.
A roundtable discussion
sponsored by the Ireland Section of
ASHRAE in Dublin recently explored
that broad issue and debated some
possible paths forward. All of the
aforementioned organisations
participated, as did representatives
from the University College Cork,
University College Dublin, the National
University of Ireland Galway, Waterford
Institute of Technology, Cork Institute
of Technology and Trinity College
Dublin. The discussion was dynamic

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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and I couldn’t help but notice that it
was similar to conversations I have
heard in practically every country
I have visited.
A common solution expressed by all
of the participants involves raising our
industry’s proﬁle or esteem worldwide.
We know the passion we have for
our work in creating a healthier,
more comfortable built environment
with a minimum of energy use.
We understand the importance of
the work, certainly. But how do we

effectively share our passion or impart
an understanding of how important
our work is to those outside our
profession? Certainly, if we could raise
our industry’s proﬁle and improve the
perception people have for our work, it
would be a lot easier to recruit young
men and women in our industry.
One focus point has to be on the
parents of primary school students. We
need to get students involved in STEM
(science, technology, engineering and
maths) activities as early as possible
and make sure the parents understand
the importance of doing so. Our
Student Activities
Committee just
developed two
STEM kits, which
include instructions
and materials for
activities aimed at kindergarten through 12th grade
(K-12) students. These are available
to our members to use while visiting
schools in their area.

12
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One kit demonstrates pressure loss in a duct system utilising simple
straws while the other kit demonstrates the principles of endothermic
and exothermic reactions using chemical hot and cold packs. Our
goal is to increase awareness of engineering and the ﬁeld of
HVAC&R to the next generation by drawing attention to the
simple application of physics that surrounds us.
One new initiative ASHRAE is implementing to recruit
students into our industry is an online internship program.
The ASHRAE Job Board/Career Centrer (http://jobs.ashrae.org/)
has a special section dedicated to matching individuals
looking for internship positions with ﬁrms looking for interns.
The process is easy for both internship seekers and internship
providers. Interns will obtain valuable industry experience,
and ﬁrms will beneﬁt from engaging smart workers who
bring energy and enthusiasm, as well as a desire to learn,
to their teams. We believe that if young interns see ﬁrst
hand the challenges and importance of our work, they
will share our passion for making the world a sustainable place.
For our industry to grow and succeed in the future, we must
adapt. It’s in the power of adapting that lives, organisations and
communities are transformed. An infusion of interns into our
industry would be profoundly transformative. We must work together
to encourage the generations of tomorrow to build on the work of
today, to carry on in shaping a more sustainable world. Q

‘

We must work
together to
encourage the
generations of
tomorrow to
build on the
work of today

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Talk to S&P Ventilation about every option available
for your residential projects.

•
•
•
•

Central extract – On demand
Localised extract – On demand
PIV – Positive Input Ventilation

We support our customers through selection
and design of ‘best solution’ ventilation to satisfy
building type, while exceeding part F and Part
L building regulations. With over 65 years of
product development, our ventilation solutions
provide guaranteed results, longevity and end user
satisfaction.

Heat Recovery Ventilation

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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PIv Loft Mounted Unit

PIv Air Source

MIv® LOft Mounted Unit

MIv® Air Source

Wall Mounted Unit

About
The PIV or MIV® positive ventilation units provide
whole house ventilation by drawing fresh, tempered,
and filtered air through a central position in the home.
Our many variations of PIV units allow for installation
in houses, bungalows, and apartments offering a
comfortable, energy efficient and easy to install option
for new build.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate the use of core vents in rooms
No ducting to rooms required
Controls condensation and mould growth
Quiet operation
Reduces Radon levels
Benefits Asthma sufferers
Easy and cost effective install
Comfort heater as standard
Long life filter
5 year guarantee

Did you know?
Spending 8 hours indoors with radon levels
of 200 Bq/m3 leads to the equivalent lung
damage as smoking 5 cigarettes during
that same period.

For your design and
quotation enquiries,
please contact us:

Unit J17/J18, Grants Road, Greenogue Business Park, Rathcoole, Co Dublin
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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AC Smart Cloud
control by Panasonic
Panasonic has introduced the latest
development to its advanced AC Smart Cloud,
an internet-based remote monitoring system
that allows businesses to centralise control of
Panasonic heating and cooling installations.
The powerful new AC Smart
Cloud offers instant access to
commercial installations across
multiple premises, displaying realtime status updates via a user-friendly
interface. This intuitive, interactive
tool can be securely accessed by
maintenance specialists, property
owners and facility managers from
any connected device, be it a smart
phone or computer, to help prevent
system breakdowns and optimise
efﬁciency.
With just a few clicks, users can
access Panasonic’s Smart Cloud
to manage and schedule heating
and cooling activities across entire
networks of commercial buildings at
unit level.
“We are excited to introduce
AC Smart Cloud to the commercial
market,” comments Vincent Mahony,
National Account Manager, Panasonic
Ireland. “The system is designed to
simplify the monitoring of Panasonic
heating and cooling installations
across multiple locations, without
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the need for specialist software,
helping businesses to track energy
consumption and ultimately save
money.”
AC Smart Cloud is fully scalable to
the needs and size of the business, be
it a chain of shops, franchises or large
facilities company. The system is quick
and easy to set up, and can be linked
to both new and existing installations.
A Cloud Adaptor, which is connected
to the Panasonic heating and cooling
installation at each premises, feeds
information via a central cloud portal
direct to the user providing real-time
information.
It’s simple to use and doesn’t
require specialised software, just log
in with a standard browser and it is
ready to go. Systems that are already
installed will automatically connect
to the server cloud and update all
parameters in real-time.
There are two ways to connect
Panasonic heating and cooling
units to the cloud server. Users
can connect devices to the server

using Panasonic’s integrated LAN
connection. Alternatively, devices
can be connected via Panasonic’s
dedicated communication pack. This
pack consists of a professional plugand-play router with a built-in 3G SIM
card. This method does not require a
network communication specialist for
installation.
This unique plug-and-play service
is provided by Panasonic to all users
across Europe. This simple installation
will connect dedicated units quickly
and easily to the professional
communication device.
A user-friendly operations interface
allows for accurate and instant
monitoring of:
• Temperatures: Optimise climate
control and reduce energy costs;
• Running time: Anticipate
maintenance requirements and
improve energy consumption;
• Breakdowns: Maintenance
teams can take quick action to ﬁx
malfunctions as they occur;
• Energy efﬁciency: Reduce CO2
footprint and energy consumption;
• Performance: Compare
performance across locations and
develop best practices;
• User Proﬁles: Device administrators
can easily create unique user
accounts and assign locations to
the network;
• Site ﬂoor map: Installations can be
viewed via a simple unit chart or
ﬂoor map of the site.
Powerful and secure
Panasonic has developed both
physical and software protection with
a high level of encryption to ensure
all data is secure, giving businesses
complete peace of mind when
accessing their installations remotely.
Each local Cloud Adapter has its own
unique key. It is connected to the
central cloud portal via an encrypted
channel to provide the highest level
of security.
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
National Account Manager,
Panasonic Ireland.
Tel: 087 - 969 4221; email:
vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com Q
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“Perfectly
coordinating
performance
and efficiency …
… that’s what I call
Pioneering for You.”
Dr. Franka Schneider, Research Engineer Fluid Mechanics
WILO SE

Improving efﬁciency is a key focus of our development work. Our target is to increase pump
performance while simultaneously decreasing the energy input. Thus a pump or system, e.g. as
a replacement, can be sized signiﬁcantly smaller and yet be more efﬁcient.

WILO Ireland 061 227566 | W www.wilo.ie | E sales@wilo.ie

Wilo-Stratos PICO

Wilo-Stratos
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Renewable
District Heating
– a foundation
block for Ireland’s
energy transition
Xavier Dubuisson (right), consulting
engineer at XD Sustainable Energy
Consulting Ltd (XDC), discusses
the role of district heating in the
transition to a low-carbon energy
system in Ireland, as well as the
barriers and opportunities for its
development here.
What is district heating?

District heating (DH) relies on a central
heating plant and a heat distribution network
to supply heat at a district level to homes,
businesses, public buildings, industrial
facilities, etc. District can mean anything from
a neighbourhood to a rural town to a large
city. Modern heat distribution networks are
made of highly-insulated pipes buried in the
ground, in which hot water is circulated at

temperatures ranging from 110°C down to
60°C for the so-called 4th generation district
heating (more on that later).
Individual buildings’ central heating
systems are connected to the district heating
via “heat user interface” (HUI) units, either
directly (no heat exchanger) or indirectly (with
heat exchanger). HUIs typically interact with
the space heating system controls on the user
side, and they generally include heat meters

When fully operational the Dublin waste-to-energy plant in Poolbeg will provide
district heating for upwards of 50,000 homes.
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Cloughjordan ecovillage.

as well as safety devices (pressure regulation,
leak detection, etc). Domestic hot water
(DHW) is either produced instantaneously
through a heat exchanger located in the HUI
or accumulated in individual DHW tanks.
A district heating company acts as a utility
to operate and maintain the district heating
assets, as well as manage the heat metering
and billing to individual customers. In large
district heating systems, heat production/
distribution/supply operations can be
undertaken by separate entities. The legal
status and ownership of district heating
companies can also vary signiﬁcantly, from
private for-proﬁt utilities, to user-owned,
not-for-proﬁt cooperatives, and public utilities
owned by the State or local authorities. There
are also many variations in between.
Solving heat decarbonisation
There are more than 6,000 DH schemes in
Europe. In Northern Europe, 50% of heat
users are serviced by district heating. In
Scandinavia in particular, the deployment of
district heating was accelerated in response
to the oil crises, and it continues to be seen as
the solution of choice – not only to increase
resilience and decrease import dependency,
but very importantly as a foundation stone
for their energy systems’ decarbonisation.
In Ireland, we have very limited
experience of district heating. The now
defunct Ballymun District Heating system
has left some reputational damage to the
technology, but recent projects such as
Tralee and Cloughjordan are pioneering the
re-birth of district heating here. The Dublin
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Introducing …

The ZSX Diamond Series and ZS Premium Series
ac units from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

•

Unique contoured styling

•

Pre-set operation

•

Energy-saving performance

•

Increased max piping length

•

Noise level down to 19dB(A)

•

Optional Wi-Fi control

•

High seasonal efﬁciency

•

Weekly timer function

•

High COP levels

•

Improved cool/heat auto changer

www.mhiae.com

www.diamondair.ie

DiamondAir
AirConditioning
ConditioningLtd,
Ltd,
Diamond
C5
Bymac
Centre,
Northwest
Business
Park,
For more
more information,
please
visit
www
www.mhiae.com
w
.mhiae.com
C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin
15.
Tel:01
01––636
636
3131;
call
us on
0207
02
207
025
2772
Blanchardstown,
Dublin
15.
Tel:
3131;
email:info@diamondair.ie;
info@diamondair.ie;
or email enquiries@mhiae.com
enquiries@
@mhiae.com
email:
www.diamondair.ie
www.www.diamondair.ie
*At
*A
At 65°C water supply

Diamond Air Conditioning Ltd, C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park, Blanchardstown. Dublin 15.
Tel: 01 by
– 636
3131; email:
www.diamondair.ie
Published
ARROW@TU
Dublin,info@diamondair.ie;
2016
Diamond AIr Advert Oct 2016.indd 1
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Docklands district heating project is also
getting some traction with the construction
of the waste-to-energy plant in Poolbeg
from which the equivalent of 50,000 houses’
heating requirement could be recovered.
Other initiatives ongoing in Irish towns such
as Killarney, Killorglin, Kilkenny, Claremorris,
etc are laying the foundations for new district
heating projects.
There are several key reasons why district
heating is important for Ireland’s energy
transition. First, district heating can be a
transformative solution to help implement at
scale the transition of our urban centres’ heat
supply to low-carbon and renewable energy
sources. We are in serious trouble meeting our
renewable heat targets for 2020 (we are not
even half way there!) and we’ll need radical
solutions to bridge the gap. District heating
is a practical solution to recover waste heat
from electricity generation plants and from
industrial processes, or to take advantage
of signiﬁcant economies of scale to deliver
renewable heat cost-effectively from biomass,
solar thermal, geothermal and other local
energy sources.
Recent studies have shown that Ireland has
a waste heat potential of 102 Petajoule (PJ),
compared to a national heat demand of 117
PJ. This is virtually free heat our energy system
is currently dumping. Secondly, by tapping
into our local, indigenous heat resources,
district heating will help make our energy
system more secure and less dependent on
fuel imports. We currently depend on over
90% of imported fossil fuels to heat our
buildings. Shifting our energy expenditure
from imported fuels to capital investment in
our energy system and the production of local
renewable fuels will create thousands of jobs
in construction, engineering, operation and
maintenance, farming energy crops, etc.
Thirdly, we have learned from Denmark
that large-scale heat storage is an excellent
companion for district heating systems as it
offers greater ﬂexibility for combined heat and
power plants (CHP) and enables high levels
of solar thermal energy input into the heat
supply. More importantly, large heat stores
can be used to harness excess electricity from
intermittent renewable sources such as solar
and wind power which can then be stored as
thermal energy via direct electrical heaters or
heat pumps. Storing electricity in this way is
100 times cheaper than in batteries.
Together, district heating and large-scale
heat storage is a very effective tool to achieve
the shift to renewable energy in our electrical
system and heat supply. This is increasingly
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becoming mainstream in Denmark in what is
referred to as 4th Generation District Heating
systems.
Deployment of district heating in
Ireland
XD Sustainable Energy Consulting Ltd, Kerry
County Council and the Tipperary Energy
Agency – together with their European
colleagues in the EU SmartReFlex project

Thirdly, local authorities should be
mandated and equipped with the capability
to support DH project development, notably
by engaging in local heat planning and
integrating district heating in plans for future
infrastructure works such as road, drainage,
etc. Moreover, conﬁdence and know-how
along the whole supply chain, including
among the engineering profession, needs to
be reinforced through education, training and

The wood chip bloiers in the plant room of the Tralee District Heating scheme.

– have assessed current barriers to DH
deployment and have started addressing
the issues with key stakeholders at local
and national level. Critically, our energy
policy-makers need to be educated as to the
role district heating can play in our energy
transition and to integrate it into long-term
energy planning at national and local level. In
this regard, the current policy of continually
expanding the natural gas network is locking
the heating sector into fossil fuels for the
long-term. Let’s keep this precious fuel
for cleaner (than coal or peat) electricity
generation from which we can harness cheap
heat as a by-product, as well as for transport.
Secondly, the large capital investment
required for district heating needs to be
de-risked and the cost of project ﬁnancing
reduced with government-guaranteed longterm loans. In addition, in a context of cheap
fossil fuels, ﬁnancial incentives such as the
Renewable Heat Incentive will help district
heating systems fuelled by renewable fuels
compete with oil and LPG heating in areas
outside of the natural gas network.

support for innovation. Pilot projects have a
key role to play in building experience and
focussed government support is required in
this regard.
EU SmartReFlex
The EU SmartReFlex project continues to
provide a framework for addressing some of
the issues identiﬁed here. We will have an
opportunity to discuss the practical impact
of the project in future articles. Readers of
Building Services News will also have a unique
opportunity to develop their knowledge by
participating to a 2-day training course on
design and planning of Renewable District
Heating & Cooling, on 24-25 January 2017 in
Dublin. For further details, please visit: http://
tippenergy.ie/event/technical-design-planningres-district-heating-cooling-dhc-trainingcourse-2/
To ﬁnd out more about SmartReFlex, visit
www.smartreﬂex.eu.
Contact: Xavier Debuisson.
Email: xavier@xdconsulting.eu Q
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Heating and hot
water excellence

www.cfquadrant.ie

The Glow-worm Energy System boiler from C&F
Quadrant is a high-quality, high-efficiency boiler made
from automotive grade aluminium that makes it very
easy to handle and install.
Incorporating a highquality aluminium heat
exchanger, the Energy
System boiler has a
modern high-impact
design suited to
modern homes and
comes with a bright,
easy-to-read, LCD
display, a smart
timeless case design
and super-quiet
running.
Energy System boiler is ErP A rated and comes in an
extensive range of outputs for various applications,
including 12kW, 15kW, 18kW, 25kW and 30kW
models.

The new generation Vaillant ecoTEC appliances are
more efficient, and durable than ever before and are
so compact that they fit in the smallest niche. They
provide single and multi-family houses with central
heating and hot
water at all times.
Vaillant ecoTEC uses
an electronic gas-air
mix system and
operates with optimum
modulation. This
reduces energy
consumption and
emissions, and also
increases the efficiency
of water heating. The
integral condensation
heat exchanger and the new high-efficiency pumps
provide additional energy savings.
Output versions of 20/24kW, 25/30kW and
30/34kW as a mixed unit for heating and generation
of domestic hot water are available, and of 16, 24kW
and 38kW as a system boiler for heating only.

C&F Quadrant Ltd.
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Unit L40,
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10
Tel: +353-1-630 5757 Fax: +353-1-630 5715
Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie
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Myson’s Plan
comes together
Myson has launched its
new Plan Compact and
Plan Compact Plus, two
stylish ﬂat-fronted panel
radiators designed to
please both installers
and end users alike.
The Plan Compact is a panel
radiator with a completely flat-fronted,
smooth-edged design, while the Plan
Compact Plus beneﬁts from an added
feature in its highly-attractive, ﬁnely-lined,
decorative front panel. Both come with top
grill and side panels to deliver a beautiful
glossy overall ﬁnish that will complement
any setting.
These two new ranges offer single
convector, double panel Xtra and
double convector versions in heights
from 300mm to 600mm, and lengths
from 400mm to 3000mm, depending
on model height. The Plan Compact
also comes in a triple convector model
to provide maximum warmth from a
smaller footprint, still elegantly styled
with a sleek ﬂat front panel. A wide
range of types and sizes of both models
are available from stock for a fast
delivery time.
All Plan Compact and Plan Compact
plus models carry a 10-year warranty,
but will grace their surroundings for
many more years than that.
“These new products prove that style
and energy efﬁciency certainly can go
together,” says Paul Clancy, Managing
Director, Baxi Potterton Myson. “In the
Plan Compact and Plan Compact Plus we
have achieved the best of both worlds in
an easy-to-install decorative radiator that
delivers excellent outputs with exceptional
good looks. The ﬁnishes on each model
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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will delight end-users, while the great
outputs and range of options will make
product selection simplicity itself for
speciﬁers and installers.” 
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
email: sales@potterton-myson.ie;
www:baxipottertonmyson.ie

Myson Touch2 Wi-Fi Thermostat

Myson Touch2
Wi-Fi Thermostat
Myson’s Touch2 Wi-Fi is the
second-generation app-controlled
thermostat that allows end users
control their heating system remotely
using a smartphone or tablet, using the
free Myson Heating app, which can be
downloaded from the Myson website.
The Myson app system is simplicity
itself, with up to four time and
temperature period settings per day. It
allows the user to control the heating
system while on the move, displaying the
live temperature and the facility to check
the temperature history in the property.
If required, the Touch2 Wi-Fi thermostat
is lockable, using PIN code protection,
allowing the bill payer to have overall
control on fuel usage.
The Myson Touch2 Wi-Fi thermostat
allows users the ﬂexibility to set their
heating system on a 24-hour, ”weekday
and weekend” or seven day program,
options to suit all lifestyles, with an
additional “holiday setting” when
required.

Q

Myson Compact
radiator with (inset)
Myson’s unique TRV 2Way
thermostatic radiator valve.
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strength
from
longevity …
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Future-proofed AC
and heating solutions
Landmark milestones in a company’s
history are deﬁnitely something to
be celebrated but, on reaching its
20th anniversary this year, Core Air
Conditioning has marked the occasion
by looking to the future.

Austin McDermott,
Managing Director
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Antoinette McDermott, Financial Controller

“Yes we are immensely proud of our
achievements to date”, says Managing
Director Austin McDermott, “but the
signiﬁcance of our success is the strong
platform it gives us to strengthen still further
the scope and quality of the engineering-led
solutions we deliver to the building
services sector.
“To that end we have added experienced
personnel to our sales, technical and
engineering teams while, at the same time,
further improving our management structures
and technical support systems. The result is
a re-energised operation perfectly poised
to meet the current and future needs of our
ever-expanding customer base.”
Established in 1996, Core Air Conditioning
has always “partnered” with marketleading brands (see panel) to ensure that it
offers engineering-led solutions based on
innovative, technology-driven products that
are performance-driven, energy-efﬁcient, and
eco-friendly. Regulatory compliance in relation
to all relevant national and international
standards is also assured.
The diversity and scope of the portfolio is
an added advantage. All brands and product
ranges represented complement one another
so every eventuality is catered for. No matter
what the project application, Core can devise
a tailored solution, in conjunction with the
specifying consultant and client, to match
speciﬁc requirements.
All services provided are delivered in a
professional, structured manner. Core Air
Conditioning delivers these in a ﬂexible
and friendly manner. Its ability to adapt and
make changes, especially when unforeseen
circumstances arise, is well known.
24
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Service and maintenance
Core combines its product portfolio with excellent technical support that is delivered
through its team of highly-qualiﬁed service engineers. They have wide-ranging experience
across all HVAC brands and equipment and so can offer all-embracing solutions.
In addition to commissioning and trouble-shooting, the team also provides customised
maintenance packages. These ensure the optimised performance of installed systems, prolong
equipment and system lifespan, and minimise the risk of system failure.
Core’s planned maintenance and service agreements are extremely ﬂexible and carefully
structured to suit each individual installation after a full site survey has been completed.
Diagnostic and proactive recommendations for improvements are also provided, along of
course with emergency call-out cover.
Sales Team – Dave
Kohlbeck, AHU Sales
with Joe Cooling,
Sales Munster; Carol
Malone, Internal
Sales; Steve Wood,
Sales Manager and
Eivan Ferris, Project
Engineer.
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Principals
represented
Carrier
Air conditioning, chillers
and fan coil units

Vertiv
Liebert computer and
data centre solutions

Holland Heating
Air handling units

Clint
Turbocor chillers

Novair

Service Team –
Dave Clarke, Service
Manager with Jenny
Courtney, Service
Coordinator and
Fintan Brewster,
Technical Manager.

Air handling units

Lu-Ve Group
Dry coolers

Mitsubishi Electric
VRF and split air
conditioning
Services Engineers –
Robert Murphy with
John Murphy, Kevin
Byrne, Jonathan
Flynn and John
Rossiter.
Inset top left –
Patrick Quill
Inset top right –
John Walsh

Jacir
Cooling towers
AET
Flexible space air
conditioning
FabricAir
Fabric duct socks
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Talk to the experts …
Core Air Conditioning Ltd
Unit A6, Centrepoint Business Park,
Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 12
Tel: 01 409 8912 Fax: 01 409 8916

www.coreac.com

0

00

leadership with passion
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Wilo pump intelligence –
install, connect, done!
With up to three
connections, the Wilo
HiDrainLift and WiloHiSewLift offer unparalleled
ﬂexibility in hydraulic
installation, ensuring
automatic drainage and
sewage disposal. They offer
maximum efﬁciency while
remaining economical,
despite their high power.
This way you have the perfect
combination all the time.
These household solutions for
removal of wastewater and sewage feature a
compact design, allowing for simple, spaceefﬁcient installation including a range of
ﬂexible hydraulic connection options.
A built-in active carbon ﬁlter increases user
comfort by ensuring odourless operation. All
models consume very little energy despite
their high power.
Thanks to the “ready-to-plug” method,
these compact lifting systems can be
commissioned very quickly.
Both systems comply with Standard
EN 12050-2 and European
standards for electrical
safety and electromagnetic compatibility.
Wilo-HiDrainLift
The Wilo-HiDrainLift is
designed to remove
wastewater from
showers and
washbasins.

Wilo-SiBoost
Smart Helix.
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It comprises a ready-for-connection,
automatically switching wastewater lifting
unit with built-in non-return valve and
2/3 inlet connecting pieces (depending on
model). Odour-free exhaust ventilation into
the installation room is implemented by
means of an integrated active carbon ﬁlter.
Features include:
• Very compact construction for
installation in a wet area or under the
shower tray (HiDrainlift 3-24);
• Low-noise operation and installed
active carbon ﬁlter for high user comfort;
• Reliable capacity and low electricity
consumption for efﬁcient wastewater
disposal;
• Simple installation with ﬂexible
connection options;
• Supplied ready for connection.
Wilo-HiSewLift
By contrast, Wilo-HiSewLift models are
perfect for removing sewage from a toilet
through a horizontal drain. Wastewater can
also be removed from a shower, washbasin
or bidet, depending on the model.
Wilo-HiSewLift comprises an automatically
operating small lifting unit with macerator,
built-in non-return valve, active carbon ﬁlter,
ﬂexible pressure port and connection options
for one toilet, as well as two or three

25

additional drainage ﬁxtures (depending on
the model).
The small lifting unit is connected
directly to one toilet basin with a horizontal
connection port. The connections for
additional drainage ﬁxtures, as well as for
the pressure pipe, are located on the top/side
of the unit. Odour-free exhaust ventilation
into the installation room is implemented by
means of an integrated active carbon ﬁlter.
Features include:
• HiSewlift 3-I35 in particularly narrow
version (less than 149 mm width) for
a simple frontwall installation;
• Low-noise operation and installed
active carbon ﬁlter for high user comfort;
• Reliable capacity and low electricity
consumption for efﬁcient sewage
disposal;
• Simple installation with ﬂexible
connection options.
Wilo-SiBoost Smart Helix
The Wilo-SiBoost Smart Helix VE is a
highly-efﬁcient water supply unit ready for
connection (non self-priming). It comprises
two to four vertically-arranged Helix
VE series stainless steel high-pressure
centrifugal pumps in glanded version
switched in parallel. Every pump is
equipped with an integrated air-cooled
frequency converter, including Smart
Controller SCe.
Applications include:
• Fully automatic water supply and
pressure boosting in residential,
commercial and public buildings,
hotels, hospitals, department stores
and for industrial systems;
• Pumping of drinking water, process
water, cooling water, ﬁre water (apart
from ﬁre extinguishing systems in
accordance with DIN 14462 and with
the approval of the local ﬁre safety
authorities) or other types of
industrial water that do not attack
the materials, either chemically or
mechanically, and do not contain
abrasive or long-ﬁbre constituents.
Contact: Wilo Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 426 0000;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ie Q
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Versatile ticks all the boxes …

Heating Solutions
that Deliver
Versatile is Ireland’s leading heating supplier and specialist, with
a portfolio of marker-leading brands from some of the world’s
most renowned manufacturers. These include Zehnder, Jaga,
Bisque and Runtal.
Versatile has been supplying all-encompassing heating solutions
for more then 30 years, and complements the various product
ranges with full design, technical speciﬁcation and after-sales
service support to mechanical consultants, mechanical contractors,
architects, builders and domestic installers.
The portfolio is constantly updated with cutting-edge new
products that incorporate innovative technology and advanced
design features. See examples on opposite page. All are
fully accredited and compliant with all relevant regulatory
requirements, thereby ensuring optimum performance and
maximum energy efﬁciency.
Given the experience and knowledge-base of the Versatile
team, clients are guaranteed total satisfaction. From inspiration
to installation, Versatile provides solutions that meet the
speciﬁcation and also ﬁt the site location, budget, time-frame and
project objective.
The Versatile management team – Directors Philip,
Andrew and Bill Treacy.

Whatever your heating project call Versatile now for a customised,
engineering-led solution … you’ll not be disappointed.

Beechmount Home Park
Navan, Co Meath
T 046 9029444 F 046 9027704
E sales@versatile.ie
www.versatile.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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Nova Neo Wohn

The Edwardian

Zehnder Bay

Jaga Maxi

Strada Studio

Radiant Panels

Zehnder Altai

Jaga Geo

Runtal Speciality Rads

Zehnder Multi Column

Bisque Towel Rail
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Cost-effective heating
and hot water
solutions from Ecodan
Mitsubishi Electric’s range of Ecodan air source
heat pumps – speciﬁcally designed for the Irish
market – offers cost-effective heating and hot
water solutions for both new-build and existing
homes. With a pre-plumbed cylinder and advanced
controls, the system is available as a packaged or
component solution, optimised to provide all the
heating and hot water a home needs, whatever
the weather.
The Ecodan range provides
powerful heating in colder regions
where other heat pumps loose
output. Its rated heat capacity is
maintained in temperatures as low as
-15°C, even when ﬂow temperatures
need to be higher. This eliminates the
need to over-size units to compensate
for lower temperatures.
With many developers now
realising that the Mitsubishi Ecodan
system can help achieve Part L
compliance, it’s no wonder the
Ecodan system is now Ireland’s

Ecodan outdoor unit

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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Controlling Ecodan via a tablet

leading heat pump brand.
Remote control is easy too with
Mitsubishi MELCloud. This is a

cloud-based solution for controlling
Ecodan heating systems, either locally
or remotely by PC, Mac, Tablet or
Smartphone via the Internet. Key
features include remote control of
hot water and heating functions, frost
protection, holiday mode and 7-day
weekly schedule. The home owner
can also view electrical energy
consumed and heat energy produced.
“Our packaged cylinder offers a
highly-adaptable heating solution
for retroﬁt and new build”, says
Dave McConnell, Mitsubishi Electric
Heating Products Manager. “Designed
speciﬁcally by Mitsubishi Electric
to integrate with the Ecodan air
source heat pump range, the cylinder
provides improved performance and
faster heat up times through the use
of plate heat exchanger technology.
With the addition of our patented
Scale-Stop Technology, these main
elements help to ensure optimal
performance and years of reliability.”
Under European Directive
2009/125/EC, air source heat pumps
are required to show their heating
efﬁciency on the energy label. The
entire Ecodan range is energy Rated
A++ which is the highest possible
ranking.
Also, the Ecodan range is the ﬁrst
air source heat pump to receive
the ofﬁcial backing of the Noise
Abatement Society which has
awarded it the new “Quiet Mark”
of approval.
Mitsubishi Electric also provides
high level training at its premises
in Dublin. The in-depth programme
covers all aspects of design,
installation and maintenance to
ensure its installers are fully qualiﬁed
to gain optimum performance from
every Ecodan system.
Contact: Dave McConnell,
Mitsubishi Electric Heating Product
Manager. Tel: 01 – 419 8800; email:
david.mcconnell@meir.mee.com Q
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EXACTLY
WHATYOU

NEEDFROMA
CIRCULATOR

Lowara ecocirc®XL and
ecocirc®XL PLUS
At Xylem we believe in products that do their
job as expected; they should be easy to install,
commission, operate and service. When it
comes to our circulators, you can depend
on high efﬁciency, robust design, precision
manufacturing and well thought through
controls and communication.
This is exactly what the ecocirc XL

For pump sales please call...
Dublin: 01 452 4444 or email lowara.ireland@xyleminc.com
Belfast: 07990 706 933

www. xylemwatersolutions.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Total heating solutions
from C&F Quadrant
C&F Quadrant has a diverse and varied heating
portfolio, featuring cutting-edge technology
from some of the word’s leading brands such as
Glow-worm and Vaillant. Both continue to bring
innovative products and systems to the marketplace,
some of the most recent examples of which are
detailed here.
The Glow-worm Energy
System boiler is a high-efﬁciency
and high-quality boiler designed
using automotive grade aluminium
and featuring a high-quality heat
exchanger that makes it light to install.
It has a modern high-impact design
and comes with a bright easy-to-read
LCD display, a smart timeless case
design and super-quiet running.
Energy System requires simple water
ﬂush cleaning for the heat exchanger
which means lower costs and no
special cleaning tools. The patented
4-sided cooling reduces the stress on

Glow-worm Energy System boiler

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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the heat exchanger, thereby increasing
the long-term reliability for customers.
It is ErP A rated and comes with
a wide range of outputs –12kW,
15kW, 18kW, 25kW and 30kW. It is
suitable for homes with high hot water
demands and can be installed with
Glow-worm’s range of cylinders for
hot water storage.
Vaillant’s ecoTEC range is more
efﬁcient, more durable and easier to
use than ever before. Models are so
compact that they ﬁt in the smallest
niche, and yet are so effective that they
provide single and multi-family houses
with reliable central heating and hot
water at any time of day or night.
The multi-featured ecoTEC plus
is concentrated heating power on
only 0.32m2 of wall area. With up to
35kW of power, it supplies even larger
houses more efﬁciently and reliably
than ever before. The new model uses
an electronic gas-air mix system and
operates with optimum modulation.
This reduces energy consumption and
emissions, and also increases
the efﬁciency of water heating.
The integral condensation heat
exchanger and the new highefﬁciency pumps provide additional
energy savings, while the ingenious
connection system allows for quick
and perfect installation in any location.
Outputs of 20/24kW, 25/30kW and

The multi-featured Vaillant ecoTEC Plus
boiler

30/34kW are available as mixed units
for heating and generation of
domestic hot water, and of 16kW,
24kW and 38kW as a system boiler
for heating only.
The proven ecoTEC pro is the ideal
solution for smaller heating needs. It
is especially lightweight and compact,
and yet offers a surprisingly high hot
water output. The ecoTEC pro’s high
quality is now demonstrated by the
new design and new technology. Its
automatic combustion control, a
new pneumatic gas-air mix system
and an automatic 2-stage energy
saving pump ensure high energy
efﬁciency.
The new appliance concept and
easy-to-read interface with backlit
display make the installation,
maintenance and operation easier
than ever.
Contact: C&F Quadrant,
Tel: 01 - 630 5757 (Dublin);
email: sales@cfquadrant.ie;
www.cfquadrant.ie Q
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Daikin Heat Pumps
installed in Low Energy
Wicklow Development
The next phase of a new energy efﬁcient residential
development – boasting A-rated dwellings — has
almost sold out in Rathnew, Co Wicklow. Kirvin Hill,
built by Broomhall Developments, is a new estate
of 3-bedroom houses including semi-detached units
and bungalows.
Kirvin Hill dwellings feature
high standards of insulation
and airtightness, with Daikin
Altherma heat pumps supplying
underground heating downstairs,
and high-efﬁciency radiators
upstairs. The Daikin Altherma
air to water heat pumps were
supplied and installed through
Unitherm Heating Systems.
The Altherma units are
designed to look aesthetically-

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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pleasing, with the indoor units
resembling a refrigerator. The hot
water cylinder is built into the
unit, thus making for additional
space savivgs because there is no
need for a separate cylinder.
There is no noise from these
units and home owners have an
endless supply of hot water.
In most cases the Daikin
Altherma heat pumps are
installed in a small room under

Typical Daikin Altherma outdoor
installation

the stairs. All rooms are
thermostatically-controlled,
giving a very high level of
comfort.
This current phase of Kirvan Hill
also has solar photovoltaic panels
and rainwater harvesting system.
Phase 1 was 18 houses, while
Phase 2 is 16 houses. The latter
is now almost sold out with
construction of Phase 3 due to
start early in the New Year.
“The feed back we’re getting
from people who moved in to the
initial 18 homes in Phase 1 is very
positive. There are no teething
problems and everybody is
absolutely delighted with the
comfort levels they enjoy, and the
ﬂexibility of the system”, said
Catherine O’Reilly of Sherry
Fitzgerald, the selling agents.
When completed the Kirvan Hill
development will consist of 94
houses but Broomhall
Developments are ultimately
planning to build a further 400
houses incorporating Altherma
heat pumps across various
adjacent developments.
Contact: Daikin Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 642 3430;
www.daikin.ie Q
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MYSON

www.«ÌÌiÀÌmyson.i

For renewable or conventional systems, new
build or renovations MYSON tick all the boxes
Whether you are planning a new build project, doing renovation work or adding an extension,
MYSON has the optimum heating solution for you.
Choose MYSON and you can be confident that you are using the highest quality products and
receiving the highest quality service available.

Panel Radiators

Design Radiators
& Towel Warmers

Fan Convectors

Electric Heating

Underfloor Heating

Valves & Controls

MORE...innovation.
The award winning ULOW-E2 from MYSON combines
the very latest in heating technology with the style of
a designer radiator.

ULTRA EFFICIENT

G

ULTRA STYLISH

G

ULTRA INTELLIGENT

heatingthroughinnovation.
For more information contact:

Technology

Potterton MYSONÊIreland Ltd. Tel:Ê+353 (0)Ê1 459 0870Ê Email:Êsales@potterton-myson.ieÊ
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Grundfos SCALA2
for water pressure
perfection
“The domestic water booster pump market
in Ireland is about to change“, says Liam
McDermott, Sales Director, Grundfos Ireland.
“When Grundfos introduces the SCALA2 in
January 2017, pump installers will ﬁnally be
able to offer their customers perfect water
pressure in all taps with one, easy-to-install,
booster pump.“
SCALA2 is a fully-integrated all-inone water booster system. It contains
pump, motor, tank, sensor, drive and
non-return valve in one compact unit.
With its ability to adjust performance
to the operating conditions, SCALA2
will make it easier for installers to
meet customers’ needs.
“There’s no longer any reason to
worry about sizing and selection”,
says Liam. “SCALA2 automatically
adjusts its operation to match
the inlet pressure, the existing
piping and the water
consumption in the home.
“Simply connect the
pipes, prime the
pump, connect to
power and let
SCALA2 take care
of the rest.”
SCALA2 is
water-cooled and
equipped with a
super-silent motor

which results in a sound level of 47
dB(A) in typical use. This makes it one
of the quietest water booster pumps
in its class. Add to this a compact
design and a weight of only 10kg
and you’ve got a pump that is out to
change the game.
Contact: Liam McDermott,
Sales Director, Grundfos Ireland.
Tel: 01– 408 9800;
email:lmcdermott@grundfos.com Q

Grundfos motors
achieve worldclass rating

Once again, Grundfos – the
world’s largest pump manufacturer –
has taken an industry-leading initiative
by introducing IE5 as a standard for its
MGE motor range.
As an industry pioneer, Grundfos
is excited to introduce one of the
world’s most efﬁcient motors, the new
MGE with IE5 motors, which offers
10% energy savings and up to a 25%
reduction in pay-back time of controlled
E-pumps compared to and IE3 solution.
This ground-breaking motor exceeds
the requirements of the coming IE3
legislation and meets the strictest
criteria of IE5, the highest energy
efﬁciency level for electrical motors. All
Grundfos MGE motors – from 0.75 kW
to 11 kW – have attained IE5 status.
The key to these MGE motors
unparalleled performance lies in their
state-of-the-art intelligent solutions.
These will adapt to the surrounding
system and, coupled with the highefﬁciency IE5 motor, drive energy
consumption down considerably.
From January 2017 these IE5 motors
will be ﬁtted to the Grundfos range
of variable speed pumps offering
opportunities for increased energy
savings in both new systems and
retroﬁt applications.

Grundfos SCALA2
water booster from
Grundfos.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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Unique KX/Q-ton combination for
commercial and industrial applications
Can also operate alongside a district heating system
The Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries’ KX VRF system,
combined with the Q-ton
heat pump system, has gained
considerable market penetration
since ﬁrst introduced by
distributors Diamond Air
Conditioning.
This all-in-one solution offers
space heating, cooling, sanitary
hot water, underﬂoor heating
and ventilation heat recovery.
The unique combination this
represents covers many
clients’ requirements and,
at the same time, delivers
ﬂexible solutions.
An additional strength of
Q-ton is that it can also run
alongside a district heating
system.
“This is the only real
alternative solution to
replacement or new install
of chilled water and boiler
conﬁgurations”, says Michael
Clancy of Diamond Air. “It has
a combined efﬁciency of 375%
and saves approximately 40%
on running costs per hour when
compared with boiler/chiller
running costs per hour.”
The main features of
KX/Q-ton are as follows:

•
•
•
•

All DX inverter system;

•

Reduced installation/
maintenance costs.

Lower CapEx when
compared to chillers.

This unique combination
can be used in a number of
commercial and industrial
applications such as hotels, gyms,
universities and modern building
ofﬁces. The solution offered
includes the complete package
and offers high performance,

This all-in-one
solution offers space
heating, cooling,
sanitary hot water,
underﬂoor heating
and ventilation heat
recovery.

high efﬁciency, environmental
responsibility, easy operation and
long-term reliability.The highlevel technologies represented
by this unique combination
ensure reduced energy
consumption and high efﬁciency
rates. In essence, the KXZ
technology integrates so well
with the Q-ton technology that
it provides the best alternative
solutions available on the
market today.
Contact: Michael Clancy
(087 – 262 0701) or
Graham McCann
(087 – 950 9402),
Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie;
www.diamondair.ie Q

No gas mains required;
Easy and ﬂexible installation;
Compact design and
lightweight;

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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•

Combining KXZ and Q-ton technologies makes for highly-efﬁcient solutions for commercial and
industrial applications.
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Lowara ecocircXL and
XLplus manufactured
in-house by Xylem
The new ecocirc XL and
XLplus range of single and
twin-head, high-efﬁciency,
circulators was designed
from scratch by Xylem
and is marketed under the
Lowara brand. Available
in cast iron or bronze for
hot and cold water HVAC
applications, this new
range is manufactured
by Xylem with quality
assurance guaranteed in
respect of materials used
and processes employed.

The ecocirc XL is a highly efﬁcient
circulator that enhances commercial
hydronics systems with superior
quality and dependability. State-ofthe-art hydraulics, advanced motor
design, intelligent controls, and smart
communication capabilities highlight
expert engineering across a broad range
of HVAC and plumbing applications.
“At Xylem we believe in products

‘

At Xylem we
believe in products
that do their job
when expected.

The new ecocirc XL and XLplus range of
single and twin-head, high-efﬁciency,
circulators from Xylem.

that do their job when expected“, says
Austin Kennedy, Xylem Sales Manager,
Ireland & NI, “and that are easy to
install, commission, operate and service.
When it comes to circulators, that means
high efﬁciency, robust design and high
precision manufacturing, in addition
to well-thought through controls and
communication”.
The ecocirc XL and XLplus are designed
to deliver many years of trouble-free
operation. Features and beneﬁts include:
• Low cost of operation: Operation
costs are kept to a minimum
thanks to a high-efﬁciency ECM
motor and hydraulics;
• With only four logically-placed
buttons, it’s easy to set up and
operate the new ecocirc XL.
Its advanced settings can be
accessed from a PC, tablet
or smartphone via built-in
communication BUS or Wi-Fi
(optional module);
• Dry-run safety: The built-in dryrun protection stops the pump
and prevents damage if it runs
without water;
• Flexibility: There are two
analogue inputs for 4-20mA
and 0-10V signals, and one
temperature probe;
• Chilled water no problems: The
electronics are separated from
the pump to prevent
condensation problems when
pumping chilled liquids.

Lowara CAD/BIM Centre
Also new from Xylem is the Lowara CAD Centre where consultants can
ﬁnd 2D and 3D CAD drawings, as well as BIM models, for all of the company’s
water boosting and circulating pumps. This simpliﬁes the work of speciﬁers who
can now ﬁnd the CAD ﬁles for most Lowara products in one place.
The CAD Centre is really user-friendly with icons for each product type that
lead directly to the drawings. It also has a powerful search function so ﬁnding
what you’re looking for is quick and easy.
The ﬁles can be either downloaded or shared
via email directly from the CAD Centre.
See http://buildings.xylem.com/toolsdownloads/cad-bim/
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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• Keep it hot: A moulded
insulation shell keeps the
temperature of the pumped
liquid (and the surroundings)
where it should be;
• Visible in dark plant rooms:
Clear display with large ﬁgures
and symbols makes it easy to
read the values.
Contact: Kevin Devine, Business
Development Manager, Xylem.
Mobile: 087 – 757 7411;
email: kevin.devine@xyleminc.com Q
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Research Bank of
Building Services
Engineering
The history of building services engineering in Ireland dates back to when
our ancestors first began to research and devise engineering solutions to
enhance their way of living. Archeological finds and studies have
documented these down through the ages but, in respect of building
services engineering, there is no single record dating back to then.
However, there is a continuous record of all things relating to building
services engineering in Ireland from April 1961 onwards, the year
Building Services News was first published. Originally known as the Irish
Heating & Plumbing Engineer, the journal has been in continuous
publication since then and is now recognised as Ireland’s only
dedicated building services journal.
As such, Building Services News represents an invaluable treasure trove
of building services engineering data and trends dating back over
a continuous 55-year period. As a research data bank it is unique.
That engineering research resource is now freely available for all to access
as every single copy of Building Services News – from April 1961 to the
present day – is currently being uploaded to the DIT Arrow site.

Log into http://arrow.dit.ie/bsn/

Find us on
Facebook

Visit our website: buildingservicesnews.com
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Baxi EcoBlue and
Myson app …
Heating/hot water
control made simple
With developments in boiler technology
and controls advancing at a signiﬁcant rate,
it is easy get preoccupied with the limitless
possibilities to the point of ignoring the actual
application beneﬁts. What happens on the
ground, in practical terms, is what really matters.
So, Building Services News recently visited a
recently-completed boiler replacement project
at a large 5-bed home in Celbridge, Co Kildare.
Aidan Doyle and his daughter Emer (right) very
kindly welcomed us into their home and spoke
openly about their experience of the
new system.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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The boiler in question – a 28kW Baxi EcoBlue – was a direct
replacement for the original model installed when the house was built in
the late 1990s. Despite the EcoBlue being a highly-advanced, ultra-modern
product, it was compatible with all existing pipework and radiators. It even
slotted in size-wise in the same location, the only requirement being a
slight ﬂue adjustment.
Key issue for the Doyle family was comfort and running costs. In recent
years in particular they had become accustomed to an inefﬁcient heating/
hot water system that failed to deliver, despite being on more often than
off. The new Baxi EcoBlue changed all that, delivering a constant supply of
hot water and a pre-determined comfort level throughout the entire house
at all times.
However, the most dramatic impact is the level of control they have over
the system with the Myson Touch 2 Wi Fi. With this dedicated app – coupled
with just two room thermostats (one upstairs and one downstairs) – they
can control and view the heating and hot water from any location via a
smart phone or tablet. Complementing the two independent heating zones
is a dedicated hot water control, separate to the heating zone controls.
The app uses “smart start“ technology that delays the heating ”start
up“ time when the weather is warmer. It has many features including 24hour, 5/2-day or 7-day programming, and up to four time-and-temperature
period settings per day. Temperature over-ride, temperature hold and
holiday functions are also included while the thermostat is lockable, with
PIN code protection, if necessary.
“This new system has transformed the comfort levels we enjoy by way
of heating and hot water availability”, says Aidan “and, while the app
allows for an inﬁnite number of control options, the irony is that we never
use them because of the overall system efﬁciency. The pre-set temperature
parameters and complementary variables work perfectly so we don’t need
to interfere with the system.
“However, should the weather turn colder unexpectedly, all it takes
is one touch on either of the room thermostats to boost that particular
zone. Nor is there any need to re-adjust the manual override as the system
self-regulates and returns to the ﬁxed settings once that particular cycle is
completed.
“Compared to what we were used to, this new Baxi EcoBlue and Myson
app control combination has transformed our comfort levels. I also know
from monitoring how long the boiler runs that we are saving on energy
costs. However, it is too early at this stage to quantify that. Either way, it
is a huge hit with the Doyle family”. Q
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BUILDING SERVICES
NEEDS SERIOUS
WAKE-UP CALL!
Joe Hogan, CEng FCIBSE MIEI MIPM
As a now grey-haired senior building
services engineer, it has been intriguing to
see how the industry has developed over
the last 40 years. I was at lunch recently
with some fellow senior engineers – most of
whom are still involved in the industry – and
we started reminiscing and talking about
the impact of these changes and where the
industry now stands. What prompted this
article was that many of us at the table had
in fact been in class together at various
times and had gone on to serve in various
sectors of the industry.
When we started in the industry there
were no full-time building services courses.
The majority of would-be engineers went to
the UK to do the IHVE exams. The City and
Guilds Course in the 1960s and early 1970s
served many who went on the become
leaders in various sectors of the industry.
They (both guys and girls) went on to work
in consultants’ design ofﬁces on drawing
boards, behind the counter in merchant
providers, as sales engineers and as junior
contracts managers.
In the early 1970s Don Byrne and
Pat Benson set up the Building Services
Course in DIT Bolton St which, in the main,
served the industry well up to the recent
construction industry crash. Many of the
current principals of consultancy practices
and directors of M&E contracting ﬁrms
attended DIT courses and qualiﬁed as
Chartered CIBSE Engineers. A signiﬁcant
number started with the part-time courses
before going on to attend full-time courses
and obtain a full engineering degree in
building services.
A large percentage of these people also
freely gave of their time through the various
industry bodies such as MEBSCA and CIBSE
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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Ireland to devise and establish the structures
that have served the sector so well. Many
consulting engineers gave lectures in DIT
colleges to augment the full-time lecturers.
However, that scenario has changed
dramatically. While the intake to the DIT
ﬁrst-year common engineering programme
still attracts a healthy 100 plus students, the
numbers opting to study building services as
opposed to the other engineering disciplines
is but a handful. The present incumbents
involved in the colleges, I am informed,
are doing some serious soul-searching
with even the title “Building Services
Engineering” being called in to question.
Either way, the industry needs a
call to arms to ensure we promote the
opportunities to not just school leavers but
people already in the industry. There has
always been a demand from people on
site, or in sales, or in various businesses in
the industry to further their education and
these people need to be encouraged and
accommodated within the various Institute
of Technology courses and systems.
The present position is that the sector
needs everything we can get from our
colleges, from more apprentices, craftsmen,
foremen, trainee engineers, technician
engineers and qualiﬁed engineers to meet
the demand of the broader building services
sector. Recently, a signiﬁcant Irish ﬁrm went
on national radio and announced it was
looking for some 500 engineering personnel.
So, if they need – and attract – that many
from a diminished pool, what will be left
for the rest of us?
Our destiny is in our own hands. It is
inconceivable that the established building
services course in DIT might disappear, or
indeed the relative newer programmes of

39

WIT and CIT. The industry needs to support
those involved in running these courses.
Equally so, the colleges need to devise
courses, and perhaps more importantly
a manner of delivery, that attracts young
people into the industry. It is obvious young
people are still interested in engineering …
it is now up to all in building services to sell
it as a desirable career choice.
The Government has stated that it wants
to encourage more people into engineering
courses and the current system can
accommodate this intake …
all we now need is the
willpower to stand
up and ﬁght for
what we know our
industry needs. Q
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€100 million in
energy savings
delivered by
SEAI Awards
winners
Entrants to this year’s Sustainable Energy
Awards have surpassed expectations
demonstrating savings of €100 million
through innovative sustainable energy
projects. Presented by the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) and
sponsored by Enprova, the Awards
recognise and reward excellence in energy
management in businesses, communities
and public sector organisations.

Tim Lucey, Chief Executive, Cork County Council, Winner of The
Public Sector Award with Paul Walsh, Campus Ireland Energy
Lead, J&J Campus Ireland, winner of the coveted Leadership
Award, and Kevin Barry, Dell EMC, winner of the Large
Business Award.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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Johnny Dunne, Glen Dimplex, sponsor, with Colm Byrne and
Micheál Galvin, DaysE, winners of the Innovation Award.

J&J Campus Ireland (a collaborative group comprising DePuy Synthes,
Vison Care, Janssen Biologics and Janssen Pharmaceuticals), claimed this
year’s overall Leadership Award for its far-reaching efforts towards an
ambitious goal of 20% CO2 reduction by 2020.
A system schematic is produced so that all parties in J&J Campus Ireland
leverage the combined strength of these companies by promoting best
practice and sharing knowledge. It has ﬁnanced capital-intensive energy
saving projects via a global CO2 reduction fund, and now has on-site
generation including wind turbine technology, woodchip boiler systems, CHP
systems, a tri-generation system (CCP), a geothermal cooling loop, and an
industrial heat pump system. J&J Campus Ireland has demonstrated how
renewable energy projects can be more easily implemented and at lower
cost when organisations collaborate.
Entries to the nine SEAI Sustainable Energy Awards categories included
a wide range of innovations and technology solutions spread across sectors
including retail, hospitality, construction and pharma, all of which have
shown excellent reductions in CO2 emissions and energy costs.
Congratulating the winners of this year’s awards Denis Naughten, TD,
Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment said: “Ireland
has made signiﬁcant progress in decarbonising our society in the last decade.
As economic activity ramps up again, energy saving projects, like those
demonstrated by entrants to the SEAI Energy Awards, are critical to keeping
Ireland on the right path of reducing carbon emissions.
“The innovative approach taken by Irish companies to secure savings and
reduce their energy use highlights the talent and knowledge that we have
here at home. Their potential to inspire others to make similar efﬁciencies
and monetary gains will help Ireland not only create jobs but to put us
on the map as leaders in energy management while also beneﬁtting the
environment in the process.”
DaysE won the Innovation award for its “Donate As You Save” fundraising
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The innovative approach taken by
Irish companies to secure savings
and reduce their energy use
highlights the talent and knowledge
that we have here at home.

model which uses energy savings as a means of ﬁnancing energy projects in
non-proﬁt organisations.
Meanwhile, Dell EMC took home the Large Business Award for its ongoing
commitment to reducing energy usage through a structured energy reduction
programme, saving them F4.5 million per annum in electricity costs alone.
Speaking on the night, Jim Gannon CEO, SEAI said: “F100 million is
the highest ﬁgure for collective savings made by companies since the
Awards began 13 years ago. As CEO of SEAI, I am immensely proud of the
successes achieved by the ﬁnalists in bringing innovative solutions to energy
management. The organisations here are not only leaders domestically, but
globally, and I commend all those who took part in the Awards on their
energy achievements. I also encourage them to keep the momentum going
and to inspire others to take action.”
The full list of winners is as follows.
Innovation: DaysE
DaysE created a Donate As You Save innovative fund-raising model which
uses energy savings as a means of fundraising for energy projects in nonproﬁt organisation. It facilitates the transfer of energy savings and/or energy
credits from donors to charities.
Buildings: Cosgrave Developments
Cosgrave Developments’ development of super energy efﬁcient homes
includes a district heating system, pay-as-you-go billing and solar photo
voltaic (PV) systems with a special device to incorporate a load
management module.
Research: NVP Energy
NVP Energy won this award for research on the development of a low
temperature anaerobic digestion (Lt-AD) technology for treating low strength
wastewater in a sustainable way. The process treats the wastewater to a
high standard, recovers biogas and produces negligible sludge. A full-scale

Jim Gannon, CEO of SEAI with Michael Murray, NVP Energy,
winner of the Research Award and James Twohig, representing
the Awards title sponsor Enprova.

pilot plant is in operation with a second research project due to commence
in 2017.
Community: Camphill Communities of Ireland
Camphill Communities of Ireland’s Better Energy Communities project
involves energy upgrades to 78 buildings including commercial, residential
and community buildings. The measures included biogas electricity
generation systems, biomass boiler installations, solar panels and a wind
turbine. The annual energy savings are estimated at F300,000 which is
equivalent to a 20% reduction in energy use.
Design: Hybrid Energy Solutions
Hybrid Energy Solutions suite of energy efﬁcient, reliable off-grid power
generation systems are modular, self-contained systems that combine wind,
solar, lithium ion batteries, diesel or biogas generators and have advanced,
cloud based, remote access controls. They can be operated on 100%
renewable energy and offer 24/7 power in locations where the grid cannot
be relied upon or is non-existent.
Large Business: Dell EMC
Dell EMC’s ongoing commitment to reduce energy usage through a
structured energy reduction programme has achieved a 36% electrical
energy reduction and a 35% natural gas reduction over an 8-year period.
Its spend on electricity has reduced by F4.6 million per annum.
Public Sector: Cork County Council
Cork County Council is the ﬁrst local authority in Ireland to develop and
implement an Energy Management System that is fully certiﬁed to ISO
50001. It required the development of performance indicators for a diverse
array of services ranging from road maintenance and street lighting to
running leisure centres and libraries.
Small Business: Killary Adventure Company
Killary Adventure Company has invested F100,000 in energy upgrades
including a 15kW wind turbine, a 200kW biomass boiler, ﬂow restrictors on
showers, a drying system that uses excess heat from the boiler to dry clothes,
LED lights, separating waste, composting, electric golf buggy and delivering
sustainable education. The timber for the log burner is sourced locally and
the company has a long-term goal of being a carbon neutral adventure
company.

Jim Gannon, CEO of SEAI with Michael Cosgrave and Paul
Wallace, Cosgrave Developments, winner of the Buildings
Award.
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Leadership: J&J Campus Ireland
J&J Campus Ireland maximises collaboration between four Johnson &
Johnson afﬁliated Irish-based companies to reduce CO2 emissions by 20%
by 2020 and deliver on-site renewable energy generation. Q
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Top facility
management
professionals
recognised
for industry
excellence
Facilities management
professionals who have
demonstrated excellence in
their ﬁelds were recognised
at the annual BIFM Ireland
Awards which took place at
the organisation’s FM Summit
“Workplace partnerships –
Rethinking FM” in
Croke Park recently.

Pat Gaughan,
Chair, BIFM
Ireland region

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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FM Summit host Aoibhinn Ní Shúilleabháin with Ireland Region FM Professional of the
Year David Gormalley, MFK Property Services Ltd, and Des Maguire, Managing Director
of Tech Skills Resources.

This year’s Ireland Region
FM Professional of the Year, David
Gormalley, MFK Property Services Ltd, and
Ireland Region Young FM of the Year, Bernie
McManamon, Sodexo, were awarded
their industry accolades along with a
professional development prize courtesy of
awards sponsor Tech Skills Resources
in Dublin recently.
Esteemed BIFM Ireland member
Stephen Welch, Director of Facilities at
the NI Assembly, was also presented with
an honorary award for his outstanding
contribution to the FM industry.
The awards were held on conjunction
with the BIFM Ireland Region FM
Summit sponsored by Aramark and OCS.
The programme included a full day of
innovative talks delivered by specialist
speakers, exhibitions demonstrating the
latest cutting-edge FM services, and
excellent networking opportunities.

Pat Gaughan, Chair, BIFM Ireland Region
said: “We are delighted with the response
to our decision to bring back the BIFM
Ireland Region Awards. We always look
forward to highlighting the achievements of
our committed members, and recognising
them for their projects and professional
excellence in this manner gives a lift to the
entire industry. I also want to thank our
Awards sponsor, Tech Skills Resources,
and our FM Summit sponsors Aramark
and OCS, whose support for this
combined event is invaluable.”
The BIFM Ireland Region supports the
facilities management community in
Ireland with a growing membership
across a wide geographic area stretching
from the north coasts of Donegal and
Antrim to Kerry in the south. It is part of
the British Institute of Facilities
Management (BIFM), the professional
body for facilities management.Q

FM Summit host Aoibhinn Ní Shúilleabháin with Ireland Region Young FM of the Year
Bernie McManamon, Sodexo, and Des Maguire, Managing Director of Tech Skills
Resources.
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Reduce potential
fan running costs
by up to 44%
Following the success of the Sentinel
Demand range, Vent-Axia has now
introduced the new Lo-Carbon Kitchen Box
Fan range. These state-of-the-art fans are
designed speciﬁcally for kitchen extract
systems and are suitable for increased induct temperatures of up to 120°C. The NonDomestic Buildings Compliance Guide (2013
edition) calls for kitchen ventilation systems
to have a speciﬁc fan power (SFP) of less
than 1.0W/l/s, a ﬁgure comfortably achieved
by this latest Vent-Axia range.
The new-generation Lo-Carbon
Kitchen Box Fan range offers an
energy efﬁcient solution without
compromising on performance. All
models incorporate an advanced,
long-life EC motor and efﬁcient
backward-curved impeller that
reduces the running costs of the fan
system, but still allows for further
energy savings by utilising a simple
manual speed control that can be
mounted in the kitchen area.
The high-efﬁciency EC motor
results in less stress on the motor and
lower wear, extending the running
life for the motor. An integral
potentiometer provides basic
efﬁcient speed control via the inbuilt electronics while, alternatively,
the motor speed can be varied via
a 0-10V input from proportional
sensors or a building management
system.
The multiple interchangeable
access panels and the easily-
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removeable motor and impeller set
facilitate easy cleaning of the system.
However, because the motor is out
of the airstream, its exposure to dirt
and grease build-up is minimised,
thereby removing the needy to
steam clean the motor casing.
The innovative mounting
arrangement and extensive range
of duct accessories ensures that one
unit can be used for almost any
duct installation arrangement,
internal or external.
Figure 1 shows the running cost
difference between a traditional AC
motor controlled via transformer,
and an EC motor, in a typical
commercial kitchen environment.
Contact: Barry Murphy,
Sales Manager, Republic of Ireland,
Vent-Axia Ltd. Tel: 087 – 124 5170;
email: bmurphy@vent-axia.com
or Lindab (Irl), Tel: 01 – 456 8200;
email: sales@lindab.ie;
www.lindab.ie Q

‘

Energy efﬁcient
solutions without
compromising on
performance.

Figure 1
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Derek ﬁrst got involved in Tai Chi in 1994 and trained

ANOTHER SIDE OF …
Derek Phelan … Tai Chi
Derek Phelan of GT Phelan was
always interested in self-defence and
martial arts, and as a young man in
his twenties took up Shotokan for ﬁve
years, achieving brown belt status. He
also trained in Krav
Maga (KM), a streetstyle self-defence
training module
developed by the
Israeli armed forces.
However, his abiding
passion is Tai Chi.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol55/iss6/1
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for eight years in Blackrock under Carol Stephenson, after
which he stopped training for another eight years before
resuming under Ross Cousens. His weekly classes are in
Dundrum on Wednesday nights, Ranelagh on Thursday
nights and Clontarf on Friday nights.
Derek recently achieved instructor level having
completed a two-year instructor development training
programme and his intention is to open a class at some
point in the future. He also travels to London ﬁve times
a year to train with Master Ding (6th generation Tai Chi
Yang-style).
Ask most people what they know of Tai Chi and their
immediate response is likely to be based on elderly people
in parks in China waving their hands around. “Whereas
this is true”, says Derek, “it does not paint a full picture of
what this life-enhancing art-form can offer.
“Firstly, Tai Chi is a powerful martial art which teaches
people to move in a slow and methodical way, reacting
to any changes that present themselves and merging (as
opposed to conﬂicting with) their opponent. Whereas
Kung Fu, Shotokan or Jujitsu are hard-style martial arts,
Tai Chi is soft-style. Because of this, it is sometimes difﬁcult
for the brain to understand what has just happened when
a punch or a kick is blocked. It is stillness in motion in its
true sense. The literal translation for Tai Chi is Supreme
Ultimate. The family lineage I study is Yang style
“Tai Chi is also a very good way to stay subtle as the
basic moves encapsulated in the form comprise a series
of ﬂowing hand and body movements. When speeded
up, these graceful moves become a potent self-defence
form. All movement emanates from the hip, the hands
and arms merely extensions of the hip. Learning Tai Cchi,
you become relaxed and aware and your strength and
ﬂexibility improve over time.
“Another vital component of Tai Chi is the area of
power development through the daily practice of Chi
Gung, a standing meditation where power is concentrated
and stored to be released later as required. Within Tai
Chi teachings the concept of yin yang emerges. Yin
yang describes opposites being complementary to each
other such as male/female, light/dark, passive/active.
Yang energy is expressive or active whereas yin energy
is passive. When we block (a punch or a kick) we use yin
energy and when we punch or kick we use yang energy.”
When talking with Derek about Tai Chi you realise it is
not just a martial art that he practices but a lifestyle
choice that impacts every facet of his life. You also
get his sense of privilege at being a student of Master
Ding Academy, and how important it is for him to be an
exemplar representative of the Academy. Q
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Noise and Vibration
Containment

AP Acoustics provides acoustic
enclosures for all types of
mechanical and building servicesrelated equipment, including
chillers, generators, pumps etc.
While the standard stock range
is expansive and caters for all
situations, AP Acoustics devises
customised solutions for most
applications. It is this unique
experience and technical
expertise, along with the
diversity and quality of the
portfolio, that sets it apart
from the competition.
Whatever the noise or vibration
challenge, AP Acoustics has
the answer.

• Attenuators
• Vibration isolation
• Enclosures
• Louvres
• Doors
• Screens
• Audiology booths
Mob: 086 273 8762 Tel: 01 – 285 6440 email: info@apacoustics.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2016
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NEW AQUAREA H GENERATION
THE MOST GREEN OPTION IN HEATING
AND HOT WATER

ENDED

RECOMM

For real savings at home, choose the Aquarea H Generation
Panasonic’s Aquarea H Generation range of heat pumps deliver major energy savings thanks
to its incredible efﬁciency even at -20ºC. This innovative new low-energy system, designed to
help you enjoy ideal temperatures and hot water in your home, is far cleaner, safer, cheaper and
environmentally friendly than alternatives using gas, oil and other electrical systems. It is the most
innovative option for low energy homes and achieve an impressive COP of 5 (on the 3,2 kW).
Maximize the energy savings in heating and hot water for your home with Panasonic Aquarea
H Generation.

A++
ErP 55°C

-20°C

A++
ErP 35°C

DHW

HEATING MODE
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5,00
COP

HIGH PERFORMANCE

INTERNET CONTROL

5

YEARS

COMPRESSOR
WARRANTY

Aquarea air to water heat pump:
www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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